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AN ACTIVE SET SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING
ALGORITHM FOR NONLINEAR OPTIMISATION

QlNG-JIE HU, YUN-HAI XlAO AND Y. CHEN

In this paper, we have proposed an active set feasible sequential quadratic program-
ming algorithm for nonlinear inequality constraints optimization problems. At each
iteration of the proposed algorithm, a feasible direction of descent is obtained by solv-
ing a reduced quadratic programming subproblem. To overcome the Maratos effect,
a higher-order correction direction is obtained by solving a reduced least square prob-
lem. The algorithm is proved to be globally convergent and superlinearly convergent
under some mild conditions without strict complementarity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the following nonlinear inequality constrained optimisation:

(1 x)
 min Mx)

( ' ' (P) such t h a t fj(x)^0, j e / = { l , 2 , . . . , r o } ,

where m > 0 and the functions /o, fj(j € /) : R1 —»R are all continuously differentiable.
It is well known that the method of feasible directions is one of the important meth-

ods for solving the problem (P). Method of feasible directions was originally developed by
Zoutendijk [26]. Since then, Topkis and Veinott [23] made a modification to Zoutendijk's
method, which assured their algorithm converges to a Fritz-John point. Later, Pironneau
and Polak [18, 19] amended Topkis and Veinott's method so that the normalisation set
was replaced by adding the term ||d||2/2 into the objective function of the subproblem.
Their algorithms were proved to be globally convergent and had a linear convergence rate.
Cawood and Kostreva [3, 4] proposed a norm-relaxed method of feasible directions by
generalising the Pironneau and Polak's method of feasible directions. They showed that
this method is globally convergent under mild assumptions. Since early feasible direction
methods only used the information of first derivatives, all method of feasible directions
above have at most a linear convergence rate.

Sequential Quadratic Programming algorithms are widely acknowledged to be among
the most successful algorithms for solving (P)(See[21, 22, 24, 10, 20, 6, 17, 13, 12, 11,
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8]). For an excellent recent survey of sequential quadratic programming algorithms, and
the theory behind them, see [1]. In [17], a variation on the standard sequential quadratic
programming algorithms for solving (P) (which is called a feasible sequential quadratic
programming algorithm) is proposed. It generates iterations lying within the feasible set
of (P). Feasible sequential quadratic programming is proved to be globally convergent
and superlinearly convergent under some mild assumptions. However, at each iteration,
these algorithms require the solution of two QP subproblems and a linear least squares
problem, or two linear systems of equations and a linear least squares problem. Clearly,
their computational cost per single iteration is relatively high.

Recently, another type of feasible sequential quadratic programming algorithm [15]
has been proposed. In this algorithm, the following QP subproblem is considered, for an
iteration point xk:

min 1

(z,d) z + ±cFHkd

(!-2) (Qp) such that Vfo(x
k)Td ^ z,

where Hk is a symmetric positive definite matrix and an approximation of the Lagrangian
Hessian matrix for (P), and ak is a positive parameter. In [15], it is necessary to
solve an equality constrained QP subproblem to update the parameter ak such that
ak = O (\\dQ~11|2). On the other hand, in order to accept the unit step size, a cor-
rection direction is obtained by solving another equality constrained QP subproblem.
Furthermore, the algorithm is proved to be locally two-step superlinearly convergent un-
der certain conditions. Reference [14] proposed a similar algorithm to solve the problem
(P). It also needs to solve two QP subproblems with inequality constraints, and like [15],
it is proved to be locally two-step superlinearly convergent. Furthermore, it is required
that ak approaches zero fast enough as dk -*• 0, that is, ak = o(||d*||). In [25], Zhu pro-
posed a similar algorithm. In his algorithm a feasible direction of descent is obtained by
solving the QP subproblem (1.2). In order to avoid Marotos effect, a high-order revised
direction is computed by solving a reduced linear system. Furthermore, it is proved to be
globally convergent and superlinearly convergent under some certain conditions. Unlike
[14, 15], no auxiliary problem need be computed to update ak. On the other hand,
to obtain locally superlinear convergence, for the above-mentioned algorithms, the strict
complementary condition is necessary.

In this paper, we have proposed an active set feasible sequential quadratic pro-
gramming algorithm for nonlinear inequality constraints optimisation problems. At each
iteration of the proposed algorithm, a feasible direction of descent is obtained by solv-
ing a reduced quadratic programming subproblem. To overcome the Maratos effect, a
higher-order correction direction is obtained by solving a reduced least square problem.
The algorithm is proved to be globally convergent and superlinearly convergent under
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some mild conditions without strict complementarity.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The proposed algorithm is stated
in Section 2. In Section 3 and Section 4, under some mild assumptions, we show that this
algorithm is globally convergent and locally superlinear convergent, respectively. Finally,
we give concluding remarks about the proposed algorithm.

2. D E S C R I P T I O N O F ALGORITHM

We denote the feasible set X of (P) by

and, for a feasible point x € X, define the active set by

7(x) = { i € / : / i ( x ) = 0 } .

In this paper, we suppose that the feasible set X is not empty and the following basic
hypothesis holds.

ASSUMPTION A\. The gradient vectors {Vfj(x),j e I(x)} are linearly independent for
each feasible point x £ X.

For x e X, we now give the "guessing" of the active set 7(x) in [7]:

A(x;e) = {i:fi(x)+ep(x,\(x))>

where e is a nonnegative parameter and p(x, A(x)) = \/\\ $(x, A) || with

\fm(x)J

X(x) = - (v / (x ) T V/ (x ) + diag(/i(x))2)~1V/(x)TV/0(x) (See [16]),

It is obvious that (x*,A*) is a KKT point of (P) if and only if $(x' ,A*) = 0 or
p(x*, A*) = 0. Facchinei et al [7] showed that if the second order sufficient condition
and the Mangassarian-Fromovotz Constraint Qualification hold, then for any e > 0,
when x is sufficient close to x*, A(x;e) is an exact identification of I(x').

The following algorithm is proposed for solving (P).

ALGORITHM

Parameters r, r, > 0(j € / ) , T 6 (2,3), a € (0,1), ax G (0,1), u 6 (0,1),

0 6(0,1), a G(0,(l/2)).
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Da ta Choose an initial feasible point x1 e X, a symmetric positive matrix Hi,
oi > 0 and e° ^ 0. Set k = l.

Step 1 Set e = ek~l.
Step 2 Set Ak(e) = A(xk,e). If V/x»(e) (i

fc) is not of full rank, then set e := ae, go
to step 2. (Where VfAHe)(x

k) = (V/,(zfc), j e A*(e)).)
Step 3 Set ek = e, Ak = A*(e).
Step 4 (Compute the search direction) For the current iteration point xk, solve

min rz + -dFHkd

(21) (NQP) such that Vf{xk)Td ^ rz,

z, j e Ak,

to obtain an optimal solution (zk,dk). Let {v.Q,uk
Ak) be corresponding KKT multipliers.

If dk = 0, then xk is a KKT point for (P) and stop; otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 5 Compute the higher-order direction dk by solving the least square problem:

(LS) min i||d||2^

(2-2) such that fj(xk + dk) + Vfj{xk)Td = - (1 - p)\\dk\\T +
+/>(**) + Vfj(xk)Tdk - rjakzk, j € Ak,

where
0, if ||d*||2 > -rjakzk;

1, ifC
If ||d*|| > ||d*||, set dk = 0.

Step 6 (Do curve search) Compute the step size A*, which is the first number A of
the sequence {1,/?, 01,. • •} satisfying

(2.3) /0(x* + Ad* + A2d*) < /0(x*) + a\Vfo(x
k)Tdk,

(2.4) fj(xk + Xdk + A2d*) < 0, Vj € / .

Step 7 Set a new iteration point by x*+1 = xk+\kd
k+\2

kd
k, ak+x = min{au 11̂ *11"}.

Step 8 Compute a new symmetric positive definite matrix Hk+i, set k := k + 1,
and go back to Step 1.

We now show that the proposed algorithm is well defined.

LEMMA 2 . 1 . Let xk e X and suppose that Assumption Ai holds. Then Step 2
in the proposed algorithm can be finished in a finite number of computations.

The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 2.8 in [9].
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LEMMA 2 . 2 . Suppose that Hk is symmetric positive definite, parameters

r, rj(j € Ak) are all positive and ok > 0. Then (NQP) always has a unique optimal

solution.

The proof is similar to the one of [25, Lemma 1].

LEMMA 2 . 3 . Suppose that Hk is symmetric positive definite, then (LS) always

has a unique optimal solution.

This proof is easy by using the positive definiteness of Hk and the full rank property

oigAk(xk).

LEMMA 2 . 4 . Suppose that the conditions in Lemma 2.2 are satisfied and (zk,dk)
is an optimal solution of (2.1). Then

(i) rzk + l/2(dk)THkdk ^ 0 and zk ^ 0;

(ii) Zk = 0 <=*• dk = 0 <=^ xk is a KKT point for (P);

(iii) Zk < 0 =$• dk is a feasible direction of descent for (P) at point xk.

The proof is similar to the one of [25, Lemma 2].

LEMMA 2 . 5 . The line search in Step 6 of the proposed algorithm yields a stepsize

At = /3J for some finite j = j(k).

It is not difficult to finish the proof of this lemma.

3. GLOBAL CONVERGENCE

In this section, we analyse the global convergence of the proposed algorithm. The
following assumptions are necessary.

ASSUMPTION A2. The sequence {x*}, which is generated by the proposed algorithm, is
bounded.

ASSUMPTION A3. There exist a, b > 0 such that a||d||2 ^ dFHkd ^ 6||d||2 for all k and

all d € Rn.

We suppose that i* is a given accumulation point of {xk}. In view of Ak and Jk

being a subset of the finite and fixed set / , respectively, there exist an infinite index set
K such that

(3.1) lira xk = x\ Ak = A, Jk = J, Vfc € K,

where

Jk = {j e Ak : /,(**) + Vf^fd" = Ti<jkZk\.

LEMMA 3 . 1 . Suppose that Assumptions A2 and A3 hold. Then the sequences

{dk : k e K}, {zk:ke K} and {dk : k € K) axe all bounded.
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P R O O F : Firstly, from V/0(ifc) -» V/o(z*), k G K, there exists a constant Co > 0
such that || V/o(x*) ||< Co, V/c G if. Furthermore, from Lemma 2.4, formulas (2.1) and
Assumption A3, one has

0 ̂  rzk + i

llH f l l i k€K.
This shows that {dk : k G K} is bounded.

Secondly, the boundedness of {zk : k G K} follows from the boundedness of {dk :
k s K} as well as the following inequalities

(3.2) 0 2zkz
 l-Vh{xk)Tdk > -i||V/0(x*)|| • ||d*|| > ~\\d% k € K.

Lastly, the boundedness of {dk : k 6 K} follows immediately from the boundedness of
{dk : k G K). D

We know that the KKT conditions of (NQP) can be formulated as follows:

(3.3) Hkd
k + ukVf(xk) + £ u'Vfjix1*) = 0, u% = (uk,j € Ak),

(3.4) r = ruj + 53 ufofffc, «$ ̂  0,j € A*,u$ £ 0,
je-4*

(3.5) 0 ̂  uj ± (rz* - VMxkfdk) 2 0,
(3.6) 0 < uk±(rj(rkzk - fj(xk) - Vfj(xk)Tdk) £ 0, js Ak,

where the notation x±.y means xTy = 0.

LEMMA 3 . 2 .

(i) The multiplier sequence {uo}j£=o is bounded.

(ii) Let multiplier vector uk = (t£*(e),0A>i*(e)) = (u*fc.°/\jJ- ^

and lim dk = 0, tien {u* : k e A"} is bounded under Assumptions A\, A2

and A3.

P R O O F : (i) From the KKT condition (3.4), one has

r = 7-uJ + 5 3 u*r>CT* ̂  r u o . 0 ̂  uj < 1.

(ii) Suppose by contradiction that the given statement is not true, then there exists
an infinite index K' C K such that || uk ||=|| uk \\-+ oo, A; G K'. Therefore, dividing
(3.3) by ||u5|| to yield

(3'7) ""'+ VA(i) + £E3
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Noting that the sequence {w$/llu5ll : k 6 K} is bounded with norm one, we can assume
without loss of generality that

uk
u

(3-8) ii-inr-*5* keK>> j*J< o < (u;, j e J) ^ o.
\\uj\\

Thus, passing to the limit k € K' and k ->• oo in (3.7), and taking into account Assump-
tion A3 as well as the given conditions, we have

(3.9) E "iV/^z*) - 0.

On the other hand, from the given conditions, one has J C I(x*), so we can construct
a contradiction from (3.8), (3.9) and Assumption A\. Therefore the boundedness of
{uk : k e K} is shown. D

LEMMA 3 . 3 . Suppose that {xk} is a sequence generated by the proposed algo-
rithm, lim xk = x' and lim dk = 0 hold. Then x* is a KKT point of (P).

k€K keK
PROOF: Taking into account the boundedness of {uk : k € K}, {uk : k € K} and

{0*}, we can assume without loss of generality that

uk = (ukj,jel)-*u* = (u),jel), u*->"«o. Ok^o,, k<=K.

Moreover, the fact lim x* = x* and lim dk = 0 implies lim zk = 0. Thus, passing to the
keK keK y keK > f &

limit keK and k —> 00 in (3.3)—(3.6) and the given conditions, we obtain

(3.10) u'jfj(x*) = 0, u ' ^ 0 , /,(!*) < 0 , j

r = ruj + a. J2 r,u', uj > 0.

Prom the third formula of (3), we know that (ujj,«}) # 0, furthermore, uj > 0 from
Assumption Ai, which together with (3) shows that (x%, (u*/ul)) is a KKT pair of (P).
The proof is complete. D

Based on Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we now can present the global
convergence theorem of the proposed algorithm as follows.

THEOREM 3 . 1 . Suppose that Assumptions Ait A2 and A3 hold, then the pro-
posed algorithm either stops at a KKT point xk for problem (P) in a finite number of
steps or generates an infinite sequence {x*} of points such that each accumulation point
x* is a KKT point for problem (P). Furthermore, there exists an infinite index K such
that the sequence {u^/uj : A; e K} converges to a KKT multiplier associated with x*
and lim uS > 0.

u
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PROOF: The proof is similar to the one in [25, Theorem 1].
The first statement is obvious. Thus, assume that the proposed algorithm generated

an infinite sequence {x*} and (3.1)holds. The cases a. = 0 and a, > 0 are considered,
separately.

A. a. = 0. From step 7, there exists an infinite index set K\ C K such that
lim dk~l = 0. By step 7, it holds that

k&K

|| x* - x*"1 ||«£ tk || dk~l || +t\ || ? - * | |< 2t* || d*"1 II—> 0, k G # ! .

So, the fact that lim x* = x* implies that lim x*"1 = x*. Moreover, we know that x* is

a KKT point for problem (P) from Lemma 3.3.
B. a, > 0. Obviously, it is sufficient to show lim dk = 0. For this, we suppose by

k£K

contradiction that lim dk ^ 0, then there exist an infinite subset K' C K and a constant
k€K ~

A > 0 such that || dk | |^ A holds for all k € K'. The remainder proof is divided into
two steps as follows, and we always assume that k € K' is sufficient large and A > 0 is
sufficient small.

a. Show that there exists a constant A > 0 such that the step size Afc ^ A for
keK'.

/o(x* + Ad* + A2d*) - /„(**) - a\Vfo(x
k)Tdk

A2?) - aAV/0(x
fc)Tdfc + o(A)

(l - a)rzk + o(A)

The last inequality above shows that (2.3) holds for k £ K" and A > 0 small enough.
Analyse (2.4): if j & Z(x'), that is, fj(x*) < 0. from the continuity of /,(x) and the

boundedness of {dk : k e K} and {dk : k € K}, we know fj{xk + Ad* + A2d*) s$ 0 holds
for k 6 K1 large enough and A > 0 small enough.

Let j € /(x*), that is, /,(x*) = 0. Then j 6 Ak from (3.1). So by Taylor expansion
and (2.1), we have

Ad* + A2d*) = fj(xk) + XVfj(xk)Tdk + o(X)

+ o(A).
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Therefore, from (2.1) and Assumption A 3 , we have

/,-(** + Ad* + A2d*) ^ Xr^ (-±-{dk)THkd
k) + o(X)

< -Xr^'^a || dk ||2 +o(A)

Thus, from the inequality above, we can conclude the search inequality (2.4) holds
for k € K' large enough and A > 0 small enough.

Summarising the analysis above, we conclude that there exists A > 0 such that
Afc ^ A for all fee K'.

b. Use Ajt ^ A > 0 to bring a contradiction. Prom (2.3), (2.1) and Assumption A3,
we have

fo(xk+1) < fo(x
k) + aXkVf0(x

kfdk < fo(x
k) + aXkrzk

< /„(**) - ±aXk(d
k)THkd

k ^ fo(x
k) - l-aXka || dk ||2, V*.

Therefore the sequence {/o(xfc)} is decreasing. Furthermore combining lim/0(x*)

= /o(x*), one knows lim fo(xk) = fo(x*). On the other hand, one also has
k—*oo

iU«AA2, Vfc G K'.

Passing to the limit k e K" and k —• CXD in the inequality above, we have -(l/2)aaAA2

^ 0, which is a contradiction. So, d* = 0. According to Lemma 3.3, x* is a KKT point
for problem (P). D

4. RATE OF CONVERGENCE

In this section, we shall analyse the convergence rate of the proposed algorithm. For
this, the following further hypothesis is necessary.

ASSUMPTION At. (i) The functions fj{x)(j € /) are all second-order continuously
differentiable.

(ii) The sequence {xk} generated by the algorithm possesses an accumulation point
x* such that KKT pair (x*,u*) satisfies the strong second-order sufficiency conditions,
that is,

(4.1) {

where

(4 2) L(x, u) = fo(x) + £ Ujfiix), I+= {j E I: u) > 0}.
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LEMMA 4 . 1 .

(i) Suppose that Assumptions Ai, A2 hold. Then lim dk — 0, lim dk

Jfc-tOO fc-K»

= 0, lim zk = 0, lim ok = 0, and lim ||x*+1 - x*|| = 0.

(ii) If Assumptions Ax, A2 and A% are satis&ed, then lim x* = x*.

PROOF: (i) Similar to the proof [25, Lemma 4.2]. We have that lim dk

k—>oo

= 0, lim zk = 0. Furthermore, it is easy to conclude that lim dk = 0 from Step 5
k-¥oo Jfc-too

and lim ok = 0 from Step 7.
On the other hand, from the conclusion above, one has

lim ||x*+1 — x*|| = lim ||A*dfc + Afc<T|| < lim (||d*|| + \\d^\\) = 0.
h—>oo k—too k—too

(ii) Under Assumption A* (ii), one can conclude that the given limit point x*
is an isolated KKT point of (l.l)(See [11, Theorem 1.2.5]), therefore x* is an isolated
accumulation point of {x*} from Theorem 3.1, and this together with lim ||xfc+1—x*|| = 0

fc—•OO

shows that lim xk = x*. The proof is finished. D
k—*oo

LEMMA 4 . 2 . Under all the above-mentioned assumptions, when k is sufficiently
large, the matrix

M.*( Hk Vf-

)T o
is nonsingular, furthermore, there exists a constant C > 0 such that \\Mk || < C.

The proof of Lemma 4.2 is similar to in [12, Lemma 2.2] or in [11, Lemma 2.2.2],
and is omitted.

LEMMA 4 . 3 . Suppose that Assumptions Ax, A2 and A3 hold. Then

(4.3) 1**1 = O(||d*||), 115*11 = O(max{||d*||2, -rj(TkzkJ e Ak}) = o(\\dk\\),

(4.4) I+ C Jk C /(x*) = Ak.

PROOF: Firstly, from the first inequality constraint of (2.1), we have

I
-| |V/0(x*)| | • ||d*|| ^ rzk, \zk\ ^ -||V/o(x*)|| • ||d*||.

So it is not difficult to verify that \zk\ = 0(||d*||).
Secondly, we shall show the second equation of (4.3). In view of (LS) being equivalent

to solve the following system of linear equations:

( « »;,M\/«f o _ \
xk)T 0 )\Xk) \-{l-p)\\dk\\TeAk+pcjl'kzk\\d

k\\rAk+fAk-okzkTAk)
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where

7A" = -fA"{xk + dk) + fA*(xk)

By using the Taylor expansion, one has that fAk = O(||d*||2). So it is not difficult
to verify that

= o(max{||dfc||2, -riOkzktj € Ak}) = o(\\dk\\).

From Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2, r e (2,3) and \zk\ = O(||d*||).

To show the relationship (4.4), one first gets Jk C I(x*) from lim(xk,dk,zk,<rk)
k—*oo

- (0,0,0,0). From [7, Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.7], we know that I(x*) = Ak under
Assumptions Ai,At(ii). Furthermore, one has lim Xk+ = \*I+ > 0 from Theorem 3.1, so
\k

I+ > 0 and I+ C Jk holds for k large enough. The proof is complete. D

LEMMA 4 . 4 . Suppose that Assumptions Ai,A?and A3 hold. Then {uk/u^} con-
verges to the KKT multiplier associated with x* for (P) and lim u§ = 1.

k-¥OO

P R O O F : Using lim (i*, dk, dk, zk) = (0,0,0,0) (see Lemma 4.1), and a proof similar
k—too

to that of Lemma 3.2(ii), we can conclude that the entire sequence {uk} is bounded.
Noting that the KKT multiplier associated with x* for (P) is unique we can conclude
that, for any infinite index subset K, the sequence {u*/u§ : k € K} possesses an ac-
cumulation point 5* such that (x*,u*) is a KKT pair for (P). Therefore, the sequence
{uk/uo) converges to a KKT multiplier associated with x* for (P). Lastly, from (3.4), the
boundedness of {uk} and Lemma 4.1(i), one has

lim UQ = lim I 1 V"* ujr,crt 1 = 1.
X j€Jk '

The proof is complete. D

To ensure the step size \k = 1 for k large enough, an additional assumption as

follows is necessary.

ASSUMPTION A5. Suppose that

| |(VL£(z*, « / « $ ) - Hk)d
k\\ = o(||d*||),

where

REMARK 1. This assumption is similar to the well-known Dennis-More Assumption [2]

that guarantees superlinear convergence for quasi-Newton methods.
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LEMMA 4 . 5 . Suppose that Assumptions A\,A2,Az,Ai and A5 hold. Then the
step size of the proposed algorithm always equals one, that is, Xk = l,ifk is sufficiently
large.

PROOF: We know that it is sufficient to verify that (2.3) and (2.4) hold for A = 1,
and the statement "fc large enough" will be omitted in the following discussion.

We first prove (2.4) holds for A = 1. For j £ I(x*), that is, fj(xm) < 0, in view of
(xk, dk, dk) -> (x*, 0,0)(k ->• oo), we can conclude /,(x* + dk + dk) < 0 holds.

For j G I(xm) = Ak{e), from Taylor expansion, (2.1), (2.2) and formula (4.3), we
have

(4.5) fj(3* + dk + dk) = fj(xk + dk) + Vfjix" + dk)Td!<

(4.6) = /,(** + dk) + V / , ( z * ) ^ + O(\\dk\\

(4-7) = - ( 1 - p)\\dk\\T+prj*"kzk\\d
k\\ + fj(xk) + V/,(x*) V - rj(rkzk

(4.8) +O(max{||d*||3, -rjCrkzk\\d
k\\})

(4-9) ^ - (1 - P)\\dkir+(rrj*k'zk\\d
k\\ + C>(max{||<f*||3, -r^z^W})

Therefore we have from (4.5) and the value of p

( * ) 0.

This shows that (2.4) holds for A = 1.
The next objective is to show (2.3) holds for A = 1.
From Taylor expansion and taking into account relationship (4.3), we have

(4.10) wk = fo(x
k + dk + d>')- fo{xk) - aVfo(x

k)Tdk

= Vfo(x
kf(dk + ? ) + \(dk)TVljo(x

k)dk - aVfo(x
kfdk + o(\\dk\\2).

On the other hand, from the KKT condition of (2.1) and formula (4.3), one has

(4.11) ukVf0(x
k)T(dk + ? ) = -(dk)THkd

k -

uk
oVfo(x

k)Tdk = -{

= -(dkfVfkd
k + £ u'Mx") - X; uk

rjakzk.

Again, from the third equation of (4.5) and Taylor expansion, we have
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Thus

(4.12) - ^ u J V / ^ W + d*)
jeJk

= E uiutf)+kdrfe K*VU(**) V+odi^n2).

Substituting (4.12) into (4.11), one has

(4.13) u*V/0(**)r(d* + # )

= -{dk)THkd
k + £ «)/,(**) + \{dk)T(E W=M*))d" + o{\\dkf).

Substituting (4.13) and the third equation of (4.11) into (4.10), we obtain

- <*) E %f>&)+a E

<* E ̂
So, using Assumption A5 and the given conditions, one has

4 ( )
\u0

Therefore, according to a G (0,(1/2)), u% -> 1, we know (2.3) holds for A = 1. The
whole proof is finished. D

Let

Rk = (V/,-(x*), j e Jk), Pk = En- Rk{RT
kRk)-

lRT
k.

To discuss the convergence rate of the proposed algorithm, we give a lemma as follows.

LEMMA 4 . 6 . Under all the above-mentioned assumptions, when k is sufficiently
large, the matrix

n def (PkVlxL(x*,U*)\
k { Rl )

is of full rank.

The proof of Lemma 4.6 is similar to that in [12, Lemma 2.2] or [11, Lemma 2.2.2],

and is omitted.
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THEOREM 4 . 1 . Under all above-mentioned assumptions, the algorithm is super-
linearly convergent, that is, the sequence {xk} generated by the algorithm satisfies

The proof is similar to the one in [25, Theorem 4.1], and is omitted.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented an active set feasible sequential quadratic program-
ming algorithm for optimisation problems with nonlinear inequality constraints. Because
of introduction of the active set technique, the size of the QP subproblem is reduced.
To overcome the Maratos effect, a higher-order correction direction is obtained by solv-
ing a reduced least square problem. The algorithm is proved to be globally convergent
and superlinearly convergent under some mild conditions without strict complementarity.
Thus, the results show that the global convergence and superlinearly convergence are still
guaranteed by deleting some "redundant" constraints.
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